
Staff Memorandum Presenting Background on the Present Problem

It has often been pointed out that the huge growth of the public

debt, to the point where it is approximately one-half of all debt in

the country, had made it much more important to minimize nervousness

on the part of holders of Treasury securities. It oust be remembered

that at the time the Federal Reserve System was established there was

no public debt to speak of (about $1 billion) and so the Federal Reserve

was faced with no difficulties like we have today.

Perhaps the real issue between the Treasury point of view and the

Federal Reserve point of view centers about this element of nervousness.

Both sides recognise that there is a large body of assets in the hands

of nervous holders. These holders are sot always nervous, but they

have a natural nervous feeling that become important when changes in

interest rates are being discussed. For the most part, these nervous

holders are not the little fellows, but on the contrary are tbe profes-

sional portfolio a»en, the smaller bank presidents, the trust fund adminis-

trators, etc. This is a very sophisticated group, by and large, and as

6ueh they are acre than ever afraid that they vili be caught short in

sons way. In other vords, there Is a large eleasnt of pride involved.

The portfolio aan is in a sense gambling against the amrfeet and vasts

to "look good" to his superiors and particularly his board of directors.

Hence these people are apprehensive all the tise that something vilX

happen to cake their decisions look bad. This is why a fractional rise

in lcog-tera interest rates, with a corresponding eaall drop in the

price of long-term dovernstent bonds night brine on a great wave of

selling. The selling vcuM be engendered by the fear that prices

would go lower and lover and the portfolio nan who sold early would
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reason that he would be able to either (a) minimize his losses, or

(b) make some profits by reinvesting later at lover prices.

The Federal Reserve position seems to be that it is possible to

capitalize on the very fact that there is nervousness in the minds of

a large body of holders of our vastly expanded public debt. It is said

that this very sensitivity can be used to advantage, and that small

manipulations of interest rates and bond prices siay produce highly de-

sirable changes in the monetary situation. In other words, the argument

is that the growth of the debt and the nervousness of some of the holders

means that the Federal has more control than ever because of the leveraged

effect of its manipulations.

In any event, there is agreement on the existence of a substantial

body of nervous holders. The difference in opinion lies primarily in

the conclusions about how these nervous holders would react to uncer-

tainties stemming from changes in interest rates and bond prices. The

Federal Reserve position is one of confidence that small changes can

produce comfortable results. The Treasury position is that small changes

may produce chain reactions leading to completely unpredictable results.

This is obviously a matter of Judgment.

The Federal Reserve is willing to experiment and feels that if it

makes a mistake it can easily correct it. The Treasury is afraid to

experiment because of the volatility of public opinion and contends

that it may be virtually impossible to correct mistakes. Moreover,

the anti-inflationary results seem so slim relative to the size of the

risks involved that the game does not seem to be worth the candle to

the Treasury. In fact, the Treasury feels that there is a distinct
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chance that scaring the nervous holders by manipulation could result in

an intensification of inflationary pressures. This is because if people

are already worried about the declining purchasing power of the dollar,

will not their fears increase if they feel that savings are not safe

because the financial markets themselves show heavy selling and declining

prices? The natural reaction might be to say that this caps the climax

and it is best to save not dollars but acquire only things.

The Federal Reserve argument for raising interest rates and lowering

bond prices has shifted around from time to time. Three arguments come

into peoples' minds for taking this action to stem inflation. One is that

higher interest rates encourage savings. The second is that higher in-

terest rates discourage spending with borrowed money. The third is that

declining capital values on Government securities discourage lenders from

selling them to raise funds to make loans. Apparently the Federal Reserve

feels that the first two arguments do not have much validity now and it

is the third argument which is motivating their thinking. To repeat this

argument, it is that the introduction of capital losses on holdings of

Government bonds will discourage banks and insurance companies from

liquidating them in the market to raise funds to make loans.

This point requires critical examination. There is undoubtedly some

truth in it. Yet it is hard to believe that there is a universal rule

here. It depends on a great many things — the size of the capital less

involved, the relative attractiveness of the loans to be made, the question

of whether "good customers11 are involved, the question of whether a future

business relationship is involved, and other factors. In general, it

seems hard to believe that this would be a very important factor if

only fractional losses in bond values are assumed to be what is desired

by the Federal Reserve.
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For example, would a price of 99 on the Victory Loan 2-1/2's reduce

selling on the part of insurance companies because of the capital loss

feature, or would selling be increased because of the fear of further

declines to come? Might not the market be deluged with selling without

Federal Reserve attempt to restore order there with a new peg at 99'«

If this were allowed to really stick, would it have accomplished much

from having it pegged at par or above* Are not the securities going

to be "near-money" if there is a peg at any level» Would not alternative

investments or loans appear equally attractive at any peg in view of the

fact that there is always a spread between rates on Government securities

and rates on private debts? The Treasury feeling, therefore, comes down

to simply this — a decline in the bond price to 99 ̂ ay have too much

effect and make things worse, or it may have no effect at all if the

market is convinced that stability will be maintained from there on out.

The Federal Reserve position would be somewhere between these two, with

a feeling of confidence that things would be able to be worked out

just right.

There is, of course, agreement between the federal Deserve and the

Treasury that inflationary pressures should be controlled, and that the

expansion of bank credit should be limited. The difference of opinion

lies in the question of remedies. The Treasury is afraid of the in-

terest rate remedy, and the Federal Reserve wants to try to use it

again. In this discussion the Treasury position has not been made clear.

It has seemed to be arguing for low interest rates in order to keep down

budgetary interest costs. If this were the only argument, it would be
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inadequate. Surely if an increase in interest rates would neatly stop

the inflation, it would be a small price to pay even if it cost several

billion dollars. The Treasury fear is that an increase in interest

rates would have very little to do with stopping inflation or Might

upset the balance Lu the financial markets and cause more inflation

and, therefore, it is not a suitable remedy. Besides which it would

increase interest costs.

It should also be noted that banks could largely avoid having to

take capital losses on securities liquidated to raise reserves in any

event. They could do this by simply cashing in Treasury bills each

week as they mature and by not exchanging certificates, notes, and

bonds when they come due from time to time. Out of 4>55 billion of

securities reported by conanercial banks included in the Treasury Survey

of Ownership, about $20 billion was due or callable within one year

(October 31 figures). Another 42? billion was due or callable within

from one to five years. No conceivable manipulation of interest rates

and security prices could keep most banks from manufacturing new re-

serves at will by cashing in short term issues as they come due. The

Treesury would thus be providing them with all the reserves which they

wanted. Cf course, the Treasury in turn would have to raise funds and

it does not seera likely that the Federal Reserve could stand by and permit

the Treasury to have real financing difficulties, so in the end, the

Federal Reserve would probably have to step into the picture anyway.

The important point here is thet commercial banks hold the initiative.

The Federal Reserve ought to be given additional poweres to control

bank credit. A longer run approach to this problem would be to try to
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lock up the relatively free reserves in the banks represented by their

holdings of Government securities. This method can be used only slowly,

however, and while it might veil have e place in a program at this time,

it cannot, by itself, solve the present problems. There are several

reasons for this vhich need not be gone into at this time.

There are other methods available for providing Immediate assistance

to the Federal Reserve in controlling bank credit. These were referred

to in the President's memorandum the other day. Aside from voluntary

efforts to listit credit expansion a variety of formulas could be de-

veloped to limit bank loan expansion directly. The problem would be

to develop one vhich would limit unnecessary and undesirable expansion

but would still permit expansion to the extent needed in the interests

of the defense program end the necessary expansion of our basic facili-

ties, including measures to increase the supplies of rav materials in

short supply.

The conflict between the Treasury and the federal Reserve System

has been over-simplified. Actually the place of the Federal Reserve

System in the field of economic controls by Government has changed

sharply over the years. When the Federal Reserve was established in

1914, it constituted something like 9C percent of all of the economic

functions of Government at the time. The only other measures consisted

of the tariff, the anti-trust policy, and a few other programs, such as

the control of railroads. Today the Federal Reserve powers have been

shrunk back very sharply relative to the rest of the economic controls

of Government. Now we have Government policies regarding wages, we

have agricultural support programs, we have housing loans, subsidies

and guarantees, and we have veterans aids of many kinds, we have a
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conscious fiscal policy involving scrutiny of the economic aspects of

expenditures, receipts and the deficit, we have a huge debt with many

ramifications throughout the whole financial structure, and we have a

vhole host of physical controls exercised through Mr. Wilson and his

associates, tfith this changed picture, it seems fair to say that the

nlace of the Federal Reserve monetary controls has been very sharply

reduced to perh&ps something like 10 percent of the vhole galaxy of

Government economic programs.

Clearly the central bank is in a position where it needs new

Methods to do its original job of controlling private credit. The use

of selective controls is very xouch to the point. They should be stepped

up since they can work in close harmony with the direct controls on

materials exercised by Mr. Wilson.

It seems perfectly consistent with the history of central banking

to search for ever new ways of doing the job. A British economist has

pointed out that the post-war experience in central banking in England

and the United States has been consistent with the long evolutionary

processes of central banking in developing new sensitive spots to press

against as the old ones lost their significance. Competent observers

assert that the most effective weapon the federal Reserve has ever used

wus the selective control involved in surveillance of lending policies

of banks borrowing from the Federal Reserve during the 1920*s. Quanti-

tative controls do not appear to hove been very successful over the life

of the Federal Reserve. They have their place, of course, but the evi-

dence of the f20*s seems to be that the selective controls were the

thing that really worked. At that time something between one-hall' and
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two-thirds of member banks customarily found it necessary to borrow from

the Federal Reserve banks. This put the Federal Heserve in the position

of controlling credit policies of these banks since the Federal

always had the right to refuse to make loans. What way be needed today

is sojae device to restore this type of credit supervision to the federal

Reserve. The facts seem to indicate that as reserves became more plenti-

ful in the 30* B, and as Government securities became essentially free

excess reserves in the HO»s, the Federal Reserve lost the power to super-

vise the credit policies of ineaber banks because so few of them found it

necessary to borrow. There seems to be no real evidence that quantitative

methods today could be used to restore the Federal Reserve's position.

At least there is a strong difference of opinion about the risks and

benefits which might be involved.

It also seems appropriate to ask whether the role of bank credit

has not been exaggerated as a cause of the inflationary trend. As noted

earlier in this memorandum, there are a great many Government programs

with important economic aspects. Some of these were distinctly on the

inflationary side in the whole post-war period, and steps ere being taken

to reduce their scope in the present emergency.

Since the Korean war began, the sharpest price increases have occurred

in sensitive raw materials which, by and large, are in very short supply

relative to demand. The price rises in these raw materials seem to bear

only the remotest connection with monetary matters. Indeed the case may

be made that these price rises would have occurred even if bank credit had

remained stationary during this period. It is distinctly questionable

whether rigid control of bank credit could h&ve reduced the avid demand'
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for copper, lead, zinc, rubber, steel, cotton, wool, alcohol, chlorine,

hides, and a host of other raw materials. Probably some inventories of

businessmen would have grown leee rapidly if bank credit had been cur-

tailed, but it is another thing to say that the great demands for these

items in short supply would have been abated. It should also be noted

that inventories were low in the early part of 1950 following the re-

cession fears of 19^9 and businessmen would naturally need to increase

their inventories as a new peacetime high in industrial production was

being reached in June end as production rose still another 10 percent

following the outbreak of the Korean war. It should also be noted that

it would be sound public policy to run our plants at full capacity

during the Interim period when the military program was small and was

gradually to rise to the point where it was to take a substantial part

of our total output.

These points are made not to argue that the increase in credit was

all desirable, but rather to p6int out that some of it was desirable and

that the sharp increase in the price of raw materials was the greatest

inflationary force and yet we.s not inspired by monetary policies.

Looking ahead from this point on it would seem that demands for

credit may taper off froa here on out. Physical controls will limit

housing and capital formation generally as well as inventories. It

is probable that by the end of the year lenders will find that their

demands have dropped off rather substantially. At that point insurance

companies will probably be net buyers of Government securities thereby

eliminating the Federal Reserve problem of providing a market for these

issues. Bank loans will probably level off and aay even decline.
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This is a reasonable prediction of what may happen, but we

cannot rely completely on predictions that things vill work out

this way. ivery step that is possible should be taken at once to

limit credit expansion but great care should also be taken to avoid

disturbing nervous holders of the public debt with the distinct

possibility of creating something resembling a panicky flight from

bonds and from the dollar. This is no time to scare people further,

particularly since the credit problem can be handled by other measures

and will probably be less intense a few months hence in any event.
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